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Robert Crawley decides to retire
• Robert decides he'd like to spend more
time with his beloved dog Isis
• He wants to hand the business over to
Tom Branson and take early retirement
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When can benefits be taken?
• Minimum pension age – age 55
• Earlier if on ill-health grounds
• Transitional protection for some members with pre-existing right to take
pension before 55
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Lifetime allowance – restricting total benefits
Lifetime allowance £1m

Value of benefits
coming into
payment at "Benefit
Crystallisation
Event"

Excess subject to lifetime
allowance charge

Value of any
benefits taken
previously
Lifetime allowance charge:
• 55% if excess paid as lump sum (no income tax)
• 25% on payments in pension form (income tax payable as well)
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Lifetime allowance protections
• Protections in 2006, 2011, 2014 and 2016(!)
• Some have restrictions on accrual
• Important to check
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Robert Crawley has fixed protection
• In January 2016 Robert had accrued benefits valued at £1.2m (£1m final
salary rights and £200k additional voluntary contributions)
• Notified HMRC and ceased accrual in the DAPS
• But … he was auto-enrolled back into the DAPS!
• Provided he opted out within the opt-out period, treated as having no
further accrual and he can keep fixed protection
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What benefits may Robert take?

Depends on what the scheme
rules allow (or may transfer
out)

But any benefit that is not an
authorised payment will result
in unauthorised payment
charge and scheme sanction
charge
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What benefits are authorised payments?
Pension (income) benefits

From DB arrangement:
• Scheme pension (may be paid early or late)

From DC arrangement (including DC AVCs)
• Lifetime annuity
• Short term annuity (up to 5 years)
• Flexi-access drawdown
• Dependants' scheme pension, annuity or drawdown
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Authorised payments
Examples of lump sums

Pension
commencement
lump sum ("tax
free cash")

Uncrystallised
pension fund
lump sum (25%
tax free)

Trivial
commutation
(usually only
DB schemes)

Commutation
on serious ill
health

Small pot lump
sums (<£10K)

Short service
refund for early
leavers

Death benefit
lump sums
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What this talk covers
• Basics of valuing pension liabilities and actuarial assumptions
• Different valuation bases
• Statutory funding and actuarial valuations
• Assessing the employer covenant
• The role of the Pensions Regulator
• Integrated Risk Management
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Basics of valuing pension liabilities
• Key objective is to have sufficient funds to meet all liabilities as they fall
due
• Liabilities can be hard to value – many uncertainties
• Key considerations:
– DB scheme pays an income to individual from retirement age until he dies
– Pension will usually increase in payment
– Survivor’s pension may be payable after the member's death
– Various uncertainties affect actual cost of providing pension

• Est. cost of meeting these liabilities = schemes liabilities for valuation
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How much will it cost?
Cost depends on number of factors
Some relate directly to the member:
•
•
•
•

How long will the member live
Will a survivor's pension be payable
Will the member be married
Will the spouse outlive the member

Some are generally applicable to scheme:
• What pension increases will be granted (linked to price inflation)
• What level of investment return will the scheme achieve
• Likely level of salary increases/inflation for active members
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Actuarial assumptions for valuing liabilities
• Certainty not possible
• Actuaries have to make assumptions around the uncertain elements
• Predictions based on:
– mortality tables (sex based, vocational and geographical)
– assumptions on long term inflation
– assumed investment returns (depending on asset allocation)
– for actives – assumed salary rises including promotion
– Number of members who will be married at their death
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Actuarial projections and discounting
• How much money does the scheme need invested today to ensure that it has enough
money to make the last pension payment to the last living member or survivor?
• Actuary uses assumptions and projects forward to work out liabilities
• Then 'discounts' back to today taking account of expected investment return on assets
• If the discount rate is 10%
£1,000 = £385
1.110

• If the discount rate is 5%
£1,000 = £783.50
1.15
• So a lower discount rate is more prudent…
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Different valuation bases
• Technical provisions:
– Measure used for scheme valuations
– "statutory funding objective"

• Section 179
– "PPF valuation"
– Values cost of providing scheme's benefits at PPF compensation levels

• Section 75/buy out
– Cost of insuring the liabilities with an insurer (usually the highest valuation of liabilities)
– Used for calculating

• Other measures, e.g. self-sufficiency, accounting
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Technical provisions
Technical provisions = the amount required, on
an actuarial calculation, to make provision for
scheme's liabilities
• Based on actuarial assumptions (mortality and financial) used by the
scheme actuary to estimate liabilities
• Method usually required to be agreed between the employer and the
trustees
• Negotiations on TPs handled by actuaries – changing assumption by even
0.5% can have big impact
• Interaction with employer’s covenant…
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Pensions Act 2004 valuation requirements
Full actuarial valuation required at least every three years
• Must be completed (and submitted to tPR) within 15 months of the effective date

In years where no full valuation required:
• Annual actuarial (update) report must be produced
• Summary funding statement to members within reasonable period

"Out of cycle" valuation may be required in certain circumstances,
eg:
• Actuary advises that present recovery plan may be significantly inadequate
• Employer ceases to participate in multi-employer scheme
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Actuarial valuation process
Actuary estimates liabilities for past service benefits on "technical provisions"

Compares values of past service liabilities with the value of assets of the scheme

If there is shortfall the scheme has a deficit

If scheme has active members, actuary calculates future service contribution rate
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Actuarial valuation – the output
Technical provisions agreed

Statement of
funding
principles

Schedule of
contributions

Recovery Plan
(if scheme in
deficit)
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Recovery plan
• If actuarial valuation shows the scheme was in deficit:
 prepare a recovery plan and send it to the Regulator
 recovery plan must be "appropriate"

• Factors to consider:
 future viability of employer/ strength of covenant?
 scheme demographic?

• In severe cases, consider reducing future accrual of benefits
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Employer's role
• What must the employer agree? Usually:
 Actuarial method and assumptions
 Statement of funding principles
 Recovery plan
 Schedule of contributions (where trustee power is restricted).

• If trustees have power to set contributions (and no other person has
power to suspend or reduce them), the requirement is only to consult
with the employer
• Failure to agree within 15 months  Notify the Pensions Regulator
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Employer covenant
Scheme
assets

Employer
covenant

Scheme
liabilities

• Employer covenant is the legal obligation and financial ability of the
employer to support the scheme’s liabilities
• Trustees take funding and investment risk on basis of employer's ability
to support the scheme
• Strong covenant allows more risk
• Weaker covenant requires more prudence
• Employer can improve covenant by using “contingent assets” – charges
over property or guarantees
• Trustees should take a "proportionate approach"
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Regulator guidance – assessing employer covenant

Legal factors

Scheme factors

Financial
factors

•
•
•
•
•

• Employer strength
compared to
deficit size
• Investment risk
• Scheme maturity
• Cash flows

• Employer ability
to contribute
cash now
• Employer ability
to contribute
cash in future

Contractual
Trust obligations
Guarantees
Informal support
Last man
standing
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Regulator's role
Intervene when
technical provisions
or recovery plan
imprudent

Risk based
regulation

Increasingly proactive regulation

Assesses scheme's
circumstances

Can direct the
assumptions to be
used
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Regulator's DB Funding Code
• Principles based – Key principles for how
trustees should approach funding
• Trustees need to understand employer's
position/plans
• Emphasises working collaboratively
• Trustees have to take a long term view
• Risk management with appropriate risk taking

"The code recognises
that a strong, ongoing
employer alongside an
appropriate funding
plan is the best support
for a well-governed
scheme"
Code of Practice: Funding
defined benefits
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Integrated Risk Management
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Integrated Risk Management
• Regulator encourages trustees to use IRM to manage risk in scheme
• Trustees need to understand interaction between identified risks
• How to monitor risks and appropriate contingency plans?
• An example:
– employer's business and significant part of the scheme investments being in the same
industry sector
– both vulnerable to downturns in the sector at the same time.
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Buying-in liabilities
• Can secure some or all with "buy in policy" from an insurance company
– Trustees pay premium to insurer and receive a regular income stream representing
agreed benefits for covered members
– Removes investment, mortality and inflation risk for covered members
– Consider cost and fact that long-term investment

• Can hold a buy-in as a long term investment or move to buy out
• Buy-out involves insurance company issuing individual members with
policies
• Buy-out transfers all liability to pay benefits to that insurance company
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Overview
• What are contingent assets?
• Types of contingent assets
• Benefits of contingent assets
• Common issues
• Two examples:
– Parent company guarantee
– Charge over real estate
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What are contingent assets?
• Support an employer's payment obligations to the pension scheme
• Assets that are not available in the normal course of running the scheme
• Will become available on a trigger/default event, eg:
– Insolvency of the employer
– Winding up of the scheme
– Employer fails to pay contributions
– Financial strength of the employer weakens
– Loss of operating licences/key contract
– Credit rating down grade
– Sale of a significant part of the business
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Types of contingent assets
•
•
•
•

Letter of credit issued by a bank
Guarantee
Escrow account
Security
– Mortgages
– Charges
Fixed charge

V

Floating charge

Attaches to a specific asset

"Hovers" over pool of assets until default event
occurs

Chargor cannot dispose of the asset

Chargor can usually buy/sell charged assets in the
ordinary course of business

Eg charge over real estate

Eg charge over stock
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Benefits of contingent assets – priority
1. Fixed charge holders (frequently this means the banks)
2. Insolvency costs and expenses (including tax, rent, insolvency practitioner costs)
3. Preferential creditors (including some pension contributions and certain capped
unpaid wages/holiday pay)
4. Out of any floating charge recoveries
– Ring-fenced fund for unsecured creditors (up to £600k per chargor)
– Balance to floating charge holders
5. Unsecured creditor claims
6. Finally, shareholders
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Other potential benefits of contingent assets
 May help mitigate financial burden on the employer
 If cash is not immediately available may help trustees spread credit risk
 TPR accepts trustees may include contingent assets as part of their
funding strategy
 If contingent asset meets PPF standard requirements, will reduce the PPF
levy payable by employer
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Common issues
• Must be appropriately perfected (eg registration/notice)
• Understand what debt is secured by a particular contingent asset:
– All contributions due from sponsoring employer (including Section 75 debts)?
– A defined amount?

• Must understand the impact on the claims of the scheme where other
creditors have secured claims
– Negative pledge?
– Priority agreement required?
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Example 1 - parent company guarantee
Guarantee

Cookie Inc

Cupcake Limited

Bakewell Limited

Red Velvet Limited

Cupcake
Pension
Scheme
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Parent company guarantee – considerations
 Gain access to covenant of a non-employer
 Low cash flow impact for employer
• Not "security"!
• But can be backed up by a charge over assets

• Exposure to risk guarantor cannot meet its obligations
• assess the guarantor's financial position before entering into the guarantee agreement
• information requirements and trigger events

• Keep under regular review
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Example 2 – charge over real estate
Cookie Inc

Cupcake Limited

Bakewell Limited

Cupcake
Pension
Scheme

Charge

Red Velvet Limited

Bakewell head office
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Charge over real estate – considerations
• Following a default event trustees could take control of Bakewell head
office
 Fixed charge gives the trustees control
– Employer cannot sell Bakewell head office without trustees' consent
– Trustees can sell Bakewell head office if employer defaults
– Priority on insolvency

 Value of Bakewell head office may change
 Practical issues with enforcement – timing
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Pension Trustees – Constraints on Investment
Trust law

TPR
Guidance

Trust
Deed

Trustee
UK
pensions
legislation

European
law

FSMA

Trust Law and Trust Deeds
• Prudent person principle
– Trustee must take such care as an ordinary prudent person would take if he
invested “for the benefit of other people for whom he felt morally bound to
provide”

• Trustees must invest in members’ best (financial) interests (Cowan v
Scargill)
• Trust deeds usually give wide investment powers

Pensions Act 1995 – Investment Powers
• Trustees have the power to make an investment of any kind as if they
were absolutely entitled to the assets of the scheme
– Subject to any restrictions in the trust deed

• Trustees’ investment powers cannot be subject to employer’s consent
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Pensions Act 1995 - Choosing investments
Trustees must:
• exercise investment powers to give effect to the Statement of
Investment Principles (“SIP”)
• invest in accordance with the Investment Regulations
• take proper advice on whether investment satisfactory with regard to
regulations and SIP

Statement of Investment principles (SIP)
• Trustees' responsibility
• Review at least every 3 years
• Written advice required
• Employer must be consulted before adopting or amending SIP
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What must the SIP cover?
Kind of
investments

Balance between
different kinds
of investments

Expected return

Risks and
measurement of
risk

Realisation of
assets
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New SIP requirements from 1 October 2019
Policy in relation to financially material considerations over
"appropriate time horizon"
Extent (if any) trustees take non-financial matters into
account
Policy on engagement activities
Policy on asset managers (by 1 Oct 2020)
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New requirements for annual report and website
• Annual report must include policies on:
– From 1 Oct 2019:
– Financially material considerations
– Non-financial matters
– Engagement activities
– From 1 Oct 2020:
– Asset managers
– Extent to which engagement policy followed during the year

• Make available free of charge on website:
– From 1 Oct 2020: SIP
– From 1 Oct 2021: report on engagement
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Choosing Investments - Investment Regulations
Invest in best interests
of members/
beneficiaries

Predominantly in assets
trading on regulated
markets

To ensure security,
quality, liquidity and
profitability of the
portfolio as a whole

Assets to cover technical
provisions (on-going
liabilities) appropriate
to nature & duration of
future benefits

Proper diversification

Derivative investment
only if contributes to
risk reduction or
efficient portfolio
management

Employer-related investment
• 5% limit on employer-related investment
• Employer-related investments include:
– shares in employer
– land/other property used by employer

• Prohibition on:
– loans to employer
– guarantee of employer’s obligations

Delegation
• Trustees MAY delegate investment authority to:
– a subcommittee of at least two trustees/trustee directors
– a fund manager authorised under Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (or
exempt from authorisation)
– an unauthorised person for no more than 12 months

• Trustees MUST delegate day-to-day investment decisions to a
person authorised under FSMA (unless trustees are FSMA authorised)
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Investment Consultants and Fiduciary Managers
• Set objectives for investment consultants before taking investment
advice
– Applies to first advice taken after 10 December 2019
– Review objectives at least every 3 years

• Run competitive tender before appointing fiduciary manager,
where appointment would result in more than 20% of assets being under
fiduciary management
– If already exceed 20% threshold on 10 December 2019, run competitive tender by 9 June
2021 or, if later, 5 years from earliest appointment of fiduciary manager
– If don’t already exceed 20% threshold on 10 December 2019, run competitive tender on
first appointment of fiduciary manager that would exceed 20% threshold
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TPR Guidance on DB Investment
• Should consider various investment decisions in order of importance, eg:
– investment governance structure
– investment beliefs
– risk capacity and risk appetite
– long term plan etc.

• SIP should cover these recommended areas, plus legal requirements
including: non-financial factors, stewardship and arrangements with asset
managers
• Trustees should have effective investment governance arrangements
• Also TPR guidance on objectives for Investment Consultants and tenders
for Fiduciary Managers
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Liability for investment
• Cannot exclude or restrict trustee’s (or delegate’s) liability for a
failure to take care or exercise skill in the performance of any investment
function
But:
• Employer can indemnify trustee for such liability
• Trustees not responsible for act or omission of fund manager if they
have taken reasonable steps to satisfy themselves that the fund manager:
– had appropriate knowledge and experience; and
– was carrying out work competently and complying with the requirement to
invest in accordance with the Investment Regulations and SIP
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DB Investment
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Statutory employers,
section 75 debts and
moral hazard
Edward Brown
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Overview
Statutory
employers

Section 75 debts
– how, what,
where, when
and why?

Moral hazard
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Statutory employers
• "Employer" for legislative purposes
• Why does it matter :
– who is on the hook to support the scheme (including under s75 and moral hazard regime)

• Statutory employer - broadly:
– Starts – if it employed active members
– Ends – on payment of s.75 debt

• Factual analysis is required to determine who is or was a statutory
employer
• Not all employers under scheme rules are statutory employers

Section 75 – what is a s75 debt?
• A debt owed under section 75 of the Pensions Act 1995:
– by a statutory employer;
– of a defined benefit scheme;
– to the trustees;
– triggered on the occurrence of specified events

• Legislation designed to stop employers walking away from pension
scheme liabilities
• Period of Grace

Section 75 – when does a s75 debt arise?
In a single employer scheme:
• insolvency event;
• voluntary wind-up of the employer; or
• scheme wind-up

In a multi-employer scheme:
• as for single employer scheme; but
• also on an employment cessation event

All events which see an end to the employer's obligation to support
the Scheme

Section 75 – how much is a s75 debt in a single employer
scheme?
• Debt calculated by reference to deficit
• Since 2005, calculated on a "buy-out" basis ("annuity basis") for all
triggering events

Section 75 – how much is a s75 debt in a multi-employer
scheme?
• Employer liable for proportionate share of buy-out deficit
• Proportionate share based on:
– proportion of scheme’s liabilities attributable to employment with the employer;
– plus a proportionate amount of orphan liabilities

Section 75 – worked example of multi-employer
s75 debt
Before ECE

£1bn buyout
liabilities
£500m buyout deficit

Orphans
£200m

Employer A’s s75 Debt

Orphans
£200m

Employer A
£400m

Employer A
£400m

Employer C
£200m

+
50% of
orphans
(£100m)

Employer C
£200m
Employer B
£200m

Employer B
£200m

Employer A liable for all its liabilities and 50% of the orphan liabilities on
employment cessation event
Accordingly s75 Debt for Employer A of £250m (+ expenses)

Section 75 – managing s75 debts
• Pay it?
• Don't pay it – eg apportion it?
• Written trustees’ consent required
• Trustees have to decide if statutory funding test met
– test: trustees must be reasonably satisfied that remaining employers are reasonably likely
to be able to fund scheme to cover the liabilities and that member security not adversely
affected

• Advice from actuary is required
• Covenant review?
• Mitigation?

Moral hazard – Pensions Regulator
Established in April 2005
• Staffed by case managers, lawyers, actuaries & business analysts
• Key regulatory powers exercised by "Determinations Panel"

Statutory objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Protect members' benefits
Minimise calls on the PPF
Promote good administration of pension schemes
Monitors compliance with auto-enrolment
"sustainable growth" of employers re scheme funding

FCA?
• tPR regulates occupational schemes (plus stakeholder), FCA regulates all other
personal pension schemes
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Moral hazard – introduction
Moral hazard?
Contribution Notice ("CN")
• Levied against connected/associated parties
• Acts/omissions having purpose/effect of avoiding s75 debt; or material detriment test
• Reasonable to impose CN – various conditions

Financial Support Direction ("FSD")
•
•
•
•

Connected/associated
"rich" connected or associated target, "poor" employer
Reasonable to impose FSD – similar conditions to CN
After FSD issued, negotiation required!

Ever issued?
• 4 FSD cases & 3 CN cases since 2005

Upper Tribunal & Courts
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Moral hazard – clearance regime
• Clearance binding on tPR
• Voluntary regime
• Applies if employer concerned about "Type A" event
– Event materially detrimental to the ability of the scheme to meet its liabilities

• Obtaining clearance
– Detailed application form
– tPR will expect Trustee support
– Mitigation expected for any detriment

• Declining in popularity?
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Moral hazard – examples of "Type A" events
• Significant/unusual dividend
• Change in priority/dilution of creditors
• Change in group structure
• Changes to employer (substitution/merger)
• Events causing reduction of free cash-flow
• S.75 debt compromises/deals
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Moral hazard – mitigation?

Cash
contributions

Priority
improvement

Negative
pledge

Contingent
asset

Guarantees
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Moral hazard – role of trustees in clearance

Be involved in
the process

Understand
employer
covenant &
changes

Take
professional
advice (legal &
financial)

Know and
consider using
powers (eg
under rules)

Identify and
manage conflicts
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tPR powers: consultation response

Consultation response: stronger powers for tPR
Three objectives to enable tPR to:
– be more proactive and become involved earlier when employers make changes which
could impact scheme
– obtain info about a scheme and employer; and
– gain redress, including sanctioning individuals and companies

• Legislation to implement proposals “as soon as Parliamentary time
allows”
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Requirement for declaration of intent
• Prepared by corporate planners, addressed to trustees, shared with tPR
• Triggers:
– Sale of controlling interest in sponsoring employer
– Sale of business/assets of sponsoring employer
– Grant of security on debt with priority over debt to trustees

• Expected content:
– Nature of planned transaction
– Confirm corporate planner has consulted trustees
– Confirm trustees' agreement (or otherwise)
– Explain any detriment to scheme and how to be mitigated

• Timing expected in guidance
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Increased sanctions
New criminal offences:
• Wilful or reckless behaviour in relation to a pension scheme (seven
years’/unlimited fines)
• Failure to comply with CN (unlimited fines)
Civil penalty up to £1m for:
• Wilful or reckless behaviour in relation to a pension scheme
• Failure to comply with CN or FSD
• Failure to comply with notifiable events or declaration of intent
requirements
• Knowingly/recklessly providing false information to trustees/tPR
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How does it end?
The Pension Protection Fund,
winding-up and buyouts
Tom Walsh
27 September 2019

The end of the road – what happens?

We will consider:
Insolvent employer and scheme
in deficit – entry to PPF

Winding up

Buy-out

The Pension Protection Fund
"The Pensions Act 2004 has established the Pension Protection Fund to protect members

of private sector defined benefit schemes whose firms become insolvent with insufficient
funds in their pension scheme.
We will make sure that in future individuals in final salary schemes will never again
face the injustice of saving throughout their lives only to have their hard earned pension
slashed just before they retire. The Pension Protection Fund will allow individuals to
save with confidence."
Andrew Smith, the then Secretary of State of Work and Pensions
12 February 2004

Can't pay, won't pay...
In general terms, where:
• A "qualifying insolvency event" occurs in relation to an employer of an
• "Eligible scheme” and
• Scheme assets < "protected liabilities"
The Pension Protection Fund (PPF) must assume responsibility for the
scheme

What is a qualifying insolvency event?
• Includes:
– Administrative receiver appointed
– Resolution for voluntary wind-up passed with no declaration of solvency
– Company wound up by court

• Will be considered "qualifying" if it happens on or after 6 April 2005

What is an eligible scheme?
An eligible scheme is a
scheme which is not:
A money purchase scheme

Excluded by the legislation
Being wound up immediately
before 6 April 2005

What are protected liabilities?
• Level of compensation PPF will pay to members of schemes it accepts
• Broadly two levels of compensation:
– Full pension for those over scheme's normal pension age at date of insolvency, or,
irrespective of age, in receipt of survivors' pension, or ill health pension, the PPF will pay
100% of compensation
– For members below the scheme's normal pension age, 90% of pension accrued subject to
a cap, currently £40,020.34 at age 65
– Note: Grenville Hampshire v The Board of the Pension Protection Fund [2018]

Entering the PPF
Employer's insolvency triggers "assessment period"
During assessment period:
•
•
•
•

No new members
No transfers out
No further contributions or accrual
Actuary values assets and PPF protected liabilities

At end of assessment period EITHER:
• Scheme enters PPF (PPF takes over scheme assets and pays PPF benefits);
OR
• Entry refused: trustees must wind up scheme (or to run as closed scheme)
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Funding the PPF
• Assets from schemes taken over
• PPF levies
– administration levy
– based on number of members
– scheme-based levy
– based on number of members and liabilities
– risk-based levy
– based on underfunding and insolvency risks
– may be reduced by making special contributions or using contingent assets

• Aims to be financially self-sufficient by 2030 (see PPF’s long term
funding objective updates)

Winding up pension schemes
• Triggers
– In rules (employer or, sometimes, trustees)
– Rejection by PPF following assessment period
– tPR can trigger a wind-up

• Collect assets and distribute to beneficiaries
• Discharge trustees' liabilities
• Trustees have power to defer (unless rejected by PPF)
• Long and often complex process
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Consequences of triggering wind up
Include:
•
•
•
•

no new members
no further benefit accrual
section 75 debt on employer
may be restrictions on trustees' powers

Power to defer winding up (unless rejected by PPF)

Distributing assets
• Statutory priority order
– depends on date wind up triggered
– now PPF level of compensation paid first

• In accordance with trust deed and rules (if any funds remain)
• (In theory) may allow return of surplus to employer

Buying out benefits
• What is it?
• Securing benefits with an annuity policy
– Bulk policy with an insurer
– Rights transferred to individual members or bought in members' names at the outset

• Used on winding-up
• Also used to secure AVCs and defined contribution benefits
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Trustee issues when buying annuities
Include:
• Within powers (statutory or under scheme rules)?
• Due diligence on insurer:
– credit worthiness
– quality of administration
– Financial Services Compensation Scheme

• Protection for trustees from on-going liability after buy-out
– Statutory discharge
– Missing beneficiaries

How does it end?
The Pension Protection Fund,
winding-up and buyouts
Tom Walsh
27 September 2019

Trustee knowledge and
understanding: the full
picture for new trustees
DB session
27 September 2019
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